Lions' heads and webbed claw feet: the first book devoted to Irish furniture and woodwork raises thorny questions of definition
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Irish furniture has not been well served by furniture historians, ever since Constance Simon coined the phrase 'Irish Chippendale' in 1905. The term was always controversial, and in 1912 Herbert Cescinsky devoted a chapter of his three volume English Furniture of the Eighteenth Century to debunking it, arguing in his typically opaque style that all 'Irish Chippendale' furniture originated in England. Half a century later, the American pundit F. Lewis Hinckley reduced the whole of Irish furniture studies to absurdity by suggesting that almost all high-style British furniture that was not made in London emanated from Dublin. In between these two eccentrics, serious English scholars made occasional stabs at describing and defining Irish furniture. In The Present State of Old English Furniture (1923), R.W. Symonds was the first objectively to classify the Irish characteristics that are still recognised today, adding; 'It is the heavy appearance, superfluity of carved ornament, and absence of elegant and graceful lines that make its present-day appreciation and value considerably less than that of contemporary English furniture'. Thus 'Irish' was often used in a perjorative sense, as shorthand for clumsy, inept, naive or retardataire. The authors of The Dictionary of English Furniture (1924 and 1954) considered that Irish Chippendale was characterised by 'flat and disconnected carving', while in an article written for Country Life in 1952, Symonds drew attention to the large number of Irish pieces devoted to the pleasures of the table and the bottle. Despite thoughtful work by Margaret Jourdain in 1948-50, it was not until Anthony Coleridge and Desmond Fitz-Gerald published a ground-breaking article in APOLLO in 1966 that Irish furniture studies amounted to more than light diversion for English historians.

Things have not improved of late. The spending power of the 'Irish tiger' has led to 'Irish' becoming a marketing term rather than an accurate description, in this self-fulfilling market, pieces of uncertain provenance but with some 'Irish' attributes are bought in the London salerooms, taken to Ireland and thereafter are irrefutably Irish. The waters have been further muddied by American dealers and scholars, who have made much of the running in Irish furniture studies in recent years. Desperately seeking their furniture roots, they accept the popular notions of 'Irishness' at face value without seriously questioning the assumptions on which they are based. This tells us more about American social politics than it does about Irish furniture.

It is with a sense of anticipation and some trepidation, therefore, that I opened this book, the first devoted entirely to Irish furniture and woodwork. Most of the book is a survey in chronological order of Irish woodwork and furniture from medieval times to the end of the 18th century. The last third is taken by a pictorial catalogue of 255 images, ordered by type and date, together with a dictionary of Irish furniture makers compiled by John Rogers. These are useful reference sections, but the catalogue must...
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